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Abstract--Strategies for unmanned air combat simulation are usually constructed by synthesizing control 
laws derived from pilot behaviour analysis. Typical maneuver sequences are: pre-launch maneuvering for 
favourable missile launch conditions, post-launch maneuvering for deterioration of anticipated 
counterfire, missile avoidance, reattack. 
An alternate procedure for developing such strategies consists of modelling the air combat scenario as 
a differential game problem--or a series of such problems and applying differential game theory. 
In this paper full order modelling of 1 vs 1 engagements with medium range missiles is discussed, 
including constraints in dynamic pressure, radar visibility and load factors. As an example the open-loop 
solution of a characteristic pursuit-evasion problem is presented and compared to a simulation result 
using a typical air combat simulation computer program. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Digital simulations and piloted simulators are major tools for operational analysis of existing and 
future weapon systems. Scenario and combat environment have to be taken into account and 
subsystems have to be modelled in sufficient detail. Figure 1 gives an example of the system 
structure of an airborne weapon system representation for air-to-air combat simulations. 
Typically, many of the subsystems are represented by complex simulation models rather than 
analytical descriptions accessible to mathematical theories. Central to any digital simulation are 
the decision and control logic which determine the combined action of the components and the 
cooperation of several weapon systems against an opposing force of a similar quality. At present, 
these decisions are obtained in a heuristic way, that is by modelling pilot's and analyst's experience, 
by employing trial and error procedures and by mathematical nalysis in parts. Important are the 
objectives of which usually not a single one but rather a multitude is strived after to achieve a 
desired mission-goal. The "best" compromise between these sometimes contradicting objectives i  
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Fig. 1. Air-to-air weapon system components and subsystems. 
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by no means straightforward, thus resulting in a "squishy" character of the overall problem 
formulation. 
For more well-defined subtasks, however, optimization methods and differential game theory are 
analytical tools that can support complex simulations especially in finding approximate closed-loop 
controls or guidance laws for the vehicles, by developing algorithms for decision making 
and---ultimately--by computing "favourable" initial or intermediate conditions for the opponents. 
In order to use these tools, simplifying mathematical models and assumptions have to be used, 
which in general are not met in the more realistic simulations. 
In this paper we address the problem of control law design and optimal missile firing based on 
open-loop solutions of zero- and non-zero-sum differential games for two aircraft each equipped 
with one missile. This problem is a subproblem of every aerial combat engagement and has been 
analyzed by Herbst[2] and Jfirmark[3] before. Herbst presents and discusses results of digital and 
piloted simulations and tries to find typical maneuver cycles in visual or short-range--as well as 
in beyond visual or medium-range air combat scenarios. Jfi.rmark applies differential dynamic 
programming to a 1 vs 1 duel of two aircraft each equipped with a missile. Our approach uses a 
similar mathematical model but an optimization algorithm based on parametrization of the 
controls as presented by Moritz[4]. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present lhe 
problems and give the mathematical models, in Section 3 we pose the differential game 
formulations, in Section 4 we summarize the algorithm for generating open-loop solutions followed 
by examples in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The advent of semi-autonomous medium-range air-to-air missiles will change air combat 
significantly by giving the launching aircraft more freedom to maneuver. Flight time of the missiles 
is in the same order of magnitude as the target's time to turn through 180' at least, thus an 
encounter between aggressive opponents tarting head-on may well end in a missile/aircraft tail 
chase. 
Differential equations 
The motion of point-mass modelled aircraft and missiles can be determined by solving the 
differential equations 
.f --- r cos ), cos Z 
f, = l, cos 7 sin g 
= ;' sin ), 
t" = [qT - D(h, t', n)]/m -g  sin ), 
=gn sin/x/(~, cos 7) 
~ = g(n cos ~ - cos 7)/~' (I) 
where x, y, h are the vehicle's geodetic oordinates, t  the velocity, Z, 7 azimuth and path inclination. 
Load factor n, velocity bank angle ~, and power setting q are the control variables. The mass m 
is assumed to be constant for the aircraft and is a given function of time for the missiles, g is the 
gravitational acceleration. Maximum thrust T is a function of h, l, for the aircraft and is a given 
function of time for the missiles not controlled by them (r/ = 1). Drag D is defined as 
D = Do + n2D, 
where Do = qSCoo(M) is the zero lift drag, Di = k(M)(mg)2/(qS) the induced drag at lift equals 
weight, q = p(h)v2/2 is the dynamic pressure, M = v/a(h) the Mach number and a the speed of 
sound. The functions Coo(M), k(M), p(h), a(h) are given as tabular data and are approximated 
by suitable continuous and differentiable functions, here rational or exponential functions 
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Fig. 2. Approximate proportional navigation law for missiles. 
respectively. Similarly, the table values of the function T(h, v) are approximated by polynomials 
in h and v. Thus, the right-hand sides of the vehicle models are "smooth". 
Missile guidance law 
Using indices A and M to designate the respective (target) aircraft and missile right-hand sides, 
state- and control variables, a proportional guidance law for the missiles has the form 
nM= nM (XA, YA, hA, VA, ZA, ?A, XM, YM, hM, VM, ZM, ?M) 
]AM = /AM (XA, YA, hA, VA, ZA, '~k, XM, YM, hM, /tiM, ZM, ~M)" (2) 
Since we assume no thrust control for the missiles the normal acceleration is perpendicular to 
the missile velocity vector and is determined in the following way: defining the distance and closing 
speed vector between (target) aircraft and missile with 
rAM = (XA -- XM, YA --YM, hA -- hM) r 
and 
&M = (:~* - -  :~M, YA - -  YM, /~* - - /~ . )T  
t~AM = V A -- V M 
where V~, VM denote the aircraft and missile velocity vector 
VA = (XA,)~A, /~A)r, [VAI = VA 
V~=(~M,P~,/~M) ~, IVMI=v~ 
the normal acceleration vector is chosen as 
aM = (aM1, aM2, aM3) T= NVM tOM 
with 
(D M = V M x (rAM X FAM)/(UMIFAMI 2) (3) 
where [ ] designates the euclidean orm of a vector; N is the guidance constant. On the other hand 
[ - -  sin ?M COS ~(M, --sin ZM COS yM I (¢M ) 
aM = dVM/dt  --- t)Me" + / --sin ~M sin ZM, +COS ZM COS 7M (4) 
L cos ?M, 0 ~M 
where e, is the velocity unit vector. 
Replacing ZM, °)M in (4) with the expressions from (1)--where the term -cos  ~/v in ¢ is neglected 
for the missiles--one obtains 
[aMI = gn M . (5a) 
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Using this result and compar ing components of (3) and (4) results in the guidance law 
nM = min ( laMI/g,  nMmax) 
sin #M = (aM2 COS ZM -- aMt sin ZM)/JaM! 
COS ]~M ---- aM3/(laM J COS 7M ). (5b) 
In this way the controls of  the missiles are completely determined whenever target aircraft and 
missile states are known. 
State  constraints 
Figure 3 depicts the situation under investigation. Aircraft A l, A2 have each one missile M1 
and M2 which are launched at tL~, tL2 respectively. Before tL~, tL2 both aircraft are aggressive since 
they intend to achieve a near head-on position for missile launch. After tu,  tL2 both aircraft are 
defensive trying to avoid the other aircraft's missile. This port ion of the scenario is subject to state 
constraints. After launch the missiles have to be guided by the launching aircraft until the 
autonomous phase for the missile starts, that is until the distance between missile and target 
becomes maller than rc (critical distance) where the missile's seeker opens up. During this phase 
the launching aircraft must i l luminate the opposing aircraft with its radar and can not perform 
a full evasive maneuver but only an evasive maneuver constrained by the il lumination condition. 
This condition is defined as (see Fig. 3). 
rAIA2"VA2/(]EAIA2IUA2 ) = COS f12 ~ COS flmax2 (6) 
for aircraft 2 as long as ]rMM21 >~ rc and 
rA2AI" VA1/([rA2AI [UA1 ) = COS fll ~ COS flmaxl (7) 
for aircraft 1 as long as IrA2MII /> r c. 
For the aircraft, load factor constraints of the form 
HAl ~ Hmaxl , HA2 ~ F/rnax 2 (8) 
must be satisfied as well as dynamic pressure constraints 
qAI ~ qmaxl , qA2 ~ qma×2 (9) 
where qAi= PVAi/2, i = 1, 2. 
Smnmarizing, the dynamic systems involved are described by the differential systems 
J'fli(XAi , UAi , t), t o ~ t ~ IL, 10) 
XA, : ~ f~i(Xai, UA,, t), ILi <~ t < It) 
XMi=fMi(XMi, XAI, t), tL ,~t <_t , 11) 
subject to the initial conditions 
XAi(t0) = Xai0, XMi(tt.i) = XA,(IL,) = XMi0 12) 
• { i , j}  = {1, 2}. 
A1 qf 
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Fig. 3. Medium range pursuit~evasion between two aircraft/missile systems (ILl, 112: missile launch times. 
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The vectors XA/, XM~, fA/, fM/ have the components presented in (1), the control vectors are 
uai----- (r/Ai, /2Ai, VIAl) r. Due to the change in mass at tu the right-hand sides have jumps, therefore, 
we distinguish between f~ and f~,~. The jumps occur in the forth component of fA~ and have the 
magnitude 
AfvAi = -- (rl T -- D )AimMi/[mai(mAi + mM,)],L,. (13) 
3. ZERO-SUM AND NON-ZERO-SUM DIFFERENTIAL  GAME FORMULATION 
Cost funct ionals 
Each aircraft wants to maneuver before missile launch such that its missile will reach the 
opponent and wants to maneuver after missile launch such that the opponent's missile can not 
reach it. Thus, one may say that player 1 wants to minimize rtr and to maximize r2r while player 
2 wants to minimize r2r and to maximize r~r. Assuming that each player gives equal weights to these 
goals, the problem can be formulated as a zero-sum game with cost functional 
J = r l f - -  r2f 
and the control functions are selected according to 
(14) 
rain max J(rtr, r2f). (15) 
UAI UA2 
Here, rlf , r2r are the norm of rA2M~ (try), rAlMZ(tr2). Different weights of each player to r,,, r2f as 
proposed in [5] would result in a non-zero-sum formulation. 
The definition (14) has the following weakness: to reduce the value of J player 1 may strive to 
increase r2r further and further. However, for a realistically modelled scenario, r2f needs only to be 
larger than the range of the opponent's missile warhead. Correspondingly, r~r only needs to be 
smaller than the range of player l's missile. The opposite is true for player 2. Therefore, we suggest 
two functionals 
Jl = max{r.r, rcap} -- min{r2f, r~c} 
J2 = max 'tr2f, reap} - min{r,f, rs~c} (16) 
where r,p is the capture radius of the missiles, r~ the secure radius for escape; both re, p and r~¢~ 
are assumed to be the same constants for both missiles. The controls are chosen from 
rain Jt (rlf, r2f) 
ttAI 
min J2(rlf, r2f ). 
UA2 
In this way the problem is a non-zero-sum differential game. 
The nondifferentiable expressions in (16) are smoothed using the formulas 
max{a,b} = (a + b)/2 + la -b l /2  
rain{a, b} = (a + b) /2 -  la -b [ /2  
and substituting 
(17) 
(18) 
l a -b l  by x / (a -b )2+@ 2 (19) 
where 6 is a small number. 
Non-cooperative equilibrium solutions of the non-zero-sum differential game are Nash-solutions 
t*~, u*~, t*2, u*2 which must satisfy 
I i ( t~l ,  u* l ,  * * tL2, UA2) ~< I ,(tLl,  UAI, t*2, U*2) 
I2(t*,, u*, ,  t 'z ,  u~,2) ~< 12(t*,, u*, ,  /L2, UA2) (20) 
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for all admissible controls and parameters te;, Ua; where/,.(tL~, UA~, tL2, UA2) = J;(r,r, r2r). In the case 
of a zero-sum game (Jr = - J2) ,  (20) reduces to the saddlepoint condition 
I(t~,, u*,, tL2, UA2) ~< I(t*l, U*,, t* 2 , U*2) ~ I(tL,, UAI , tL*2, UA*2). (2]) 
Game termination 
After missile launch the scenario consists of two constrained missile aircraft engagements which 
are considered terminated whenever 
rA2MI t;A2MI + fll = 0 (22a) 
rAIM2t~AIM2 + f12 = 0 (22b) 
is satisfied. (22a) determines try, (22b) determines tf2. (fl~, f12, are positive constants.) The final time 
for the differential game is 
tr = max{tr,, t,.2}. (23) 
4. NUMERICAL  TECHNIQUE 
Calculation of  open-loop controls 
Since closed-loop solutions of the differential games are not available we assume the existence 
of optimal strategies and compute optimal open-loop controls from given initial conditions, i.e. 
control time histories resulting from the realization of strategies. This may be done by para- 
metrizing the control functions UA; = UAi(at;, t) where ~t; are vectors of control parameters. We use 
the algorithm of [4] for finding an open-loop saddlepoint and we modify this algorithm slightly 
for finding an open-loop Nash equilibrium. Introducing the control models into the differential 
systems results in the initial value problem 
[~ A 1 MI A2 
M2 
~AI (XAI, UAI, t) 
fMl (XMI, XA2, t) 
fA2(XA2, UA2 , t) 
fM2(XM2, XAI , t )  
to <~ t <~ If2 
, I L I~I  ~tfn 
, t o ~< t ~< trn 
, tL2 <~ t <~ It2 
(24) 
together with the initial conditions (12). 
The parameters are defined as 
p,=(o~r, tL,)r, p2=(~,~, t r r2), p=(p( ,p~)r .  (25) 
The control vectors ~; consist of control magnitudes at specified times. The continuous control 
functions UAi(O G t) are obtained by linear interpolation between the gridpoints. Specific to the 
problem are two features: 
the differential equations for the aircraft exhibit a jump at tLi due to the change in mass. This 
causes a discontinuity in the right-hand sides of magnitude given in (13). We assume that the 
integration process is always stopped at tu and distinguished no longer between f~; and f2 A~ as 
given in (10) 
for each aircraft/missile avoidance problem there exists a particular termination time tt, which 
is obtained in the integration process by satisfying (22), therefore this constraint is automatically 
satisfied. The given final time is chosen according to (23). 
Solution of the initial value problem yields functions 
XAl(Pl , t), XA2(P2, t)  
XMI(XA2(P2, t) ,pl ,  t), XM2(XAI(p~, t),p2, t) (26) 
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and consequently the cost functionals (! 5) or (16) depend on the parameters. For abbreviation we 
write 
JI(Pl,P2), J2(P,,P2) or J(P,,P2). (27) 
In the same way the constraints depend ultimately on the parameters and are 
g~(p~,p2, t)= -cosfl,(pt,p2, t)+cosfl .... ~0 ,  i=1.2 (28a) 
g,+2(p~,p2, t)=qA,(p~,p2, t)--qm,xg~O, i=1 ,2  (28b) 
where the constraints (28a) need to be satisfied when the illumination constraints apply. The 
constraint (8) is a direct constraint on the controls and is handled by the parametrization algorithm 
automatically. 
Now, the problem to be solved is to find a saddlepoint (nashpoint) in the parameter 
space-corresponding to the formulation as zero-(non-zero-)sum problem. To this end we execute 
a sequence of optimization steps alternating between the two players, in each step doing some 
improving iterations with a general nonlinear programming code for constraint optimization. More 
explicitly the procedure--as described in [4]--is given by 
(0) take an initial guess p0, p0, 
and choose integers ITMAX1, ITMAX2, MAXIT,  
set k l  = 0, k2 = 0, MODEl  = 1, MODE2 = i 
(i) fo r j l  = 1 . . . . .  ITMAXI  do 
if p~ is optimal against (fixed) p~2 
set MODEl  = 0, go to (ii) 
if k l > MAXIT  go to (v) 
improvep] t~p~+l  set k l=k l+ l ,  
(ii) for j2 = I . . . . .  ITMAX2 do 
if p~2 is optimal against (fixed) p]~ 
set MODE2 = 0, go to (iii) 
if k2 > MAXIT  go to (v) 
improve p~___+p~2+l set k2 = k2 + 1, 
(iii) if MODEl  + MODE2 = 0 and j l  + j2  = 2 
go to (iv) else 
MODEl  = 1, MODE2 = 1, go to (i), 
(iv) STOP: solution achieved 
(v) STOP: no solution found in MAXIT  iterations. 
There is no proof that this procedure will converge--in [4] there are examples in which it does not. 
Convergence behaviour depends on- -among other things--selection of ITMAX1, |TMAX2. 
As nonlinear programming code we use an implementation of Wilson-Han Powell's Sequential 
Quadratic Programming (SQP) method. This method needs the gradients of J~, J, with respect o 
the parameters which may be calculated by forward finite differencing or by using adjoint 
differential equations. Since the number of parameters i in the order of 40-60, depending on 
grid-density, we prefer the second way. The differential equations themselves are integrated with 
the routine RKF45T, a special implementation of the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (4, 5) formulas, 
which enables an efficient handling of discontinuous right hand sides with known state dependent 
discontinuities[8]. 
Recalling the definitions of r~f, r2f. and observing the definitions (25) and (26) it is noted that the 
functions J~, J2, J and the constraints g,, i = 1 . . . .  ,4 depend on the parameters via aircraft and 
missile states evaluated at the respective final times tf~ or tf2. Defining a scalar function 
4~(p) = ~b(x( p, t,-), tf) (29) 
where 4~ can be either one of the functions and x (x~,, x~,  x~2, -i- r = xM2) , we compute 
~4~ /@ = (~4) /~x ) y l,, (30) 
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where y = c~x/Op, a matrix of dim(x) x dim(p), is the solution of the variational equations with 
(31) >'(to) = O. 
With the definition 1 ( f r . f~) , f f ,2 .  r r 
. = fM2) the variational equations are 
I = I -''M' I'A2 / TA2 
i'M2 J I|'M2 
(32) 
with 
~/7ex = 
c~ fA,/~? XAI 0 0 0 
0 ~?fM, /i~XMj (~ fM, /~P XA2 0 
0 0 ?fA2/~?XA: 0 
?~fmi?XA, 0 0 ~? f~:/'? XM2 
and 
q/ /@ = 
[ afA,,l@, ~f~'l@:l 
(") fM I/tTp: ~')" fM I / '~?P'I 
<?fM21'?PL ?fM~,@p,~ ~ J 
The p-dependency of f in (24) arises when the parametrized control functions are inserted: 
Of/~p = (c~f/Ou)(Ou/c)p). Correspondingly, the adjoint differential equations are 
I  :a, 1 7.,, >' /= I': M' 5-'I -<l;,,,..x), I!"-" G2 j Ll..e (33) 
Observe that the equations for the first and last six components of (32), (33) are defined from 
t o to tr2, the remaining ones from to to tn. 
At tr( the following conditions apply 
}'~1 (if:) = c?~b/~~ SAI I,,: 
;,~2(t,-2) = &~/~? xmr,,~ 
-r  (tr,) = g:cb/~XM, l, .~ (34) AMI 
These expressions are available analytically, the ones for (?Xu2/dXA~ and 6XM~/#XA2 are rather 
cumbersome to obtain since the differentiation needs to be performed through the guidance law. 
The same remark applies to the terms C~fM2/~XAI, (')fM~ /0XA: in (28). With the definition for y and 
with ). = ( JT I ,  2~11 , ZA2,' T /] ?~I2)T, dim(2) = dim(x), (30) can be written as 
a,t,/ap = ,~T>, f,,. (35) 
By differentiating the expression 2ry with respect o time and replacing the resulting expression 
by the right-hand sides of (32) and (33) and observing the discontinuities at tu one obtains 
#~/',?P = (~.~, ~fA,/#P + 2r2¢?fM2/~p)dt + ()'~,'?fM,/'~?P + 2~2*?fA2/Op)dt 
o o 
+ [ : ,0 ' ( :~ l )  - : . " ) , ( tH)]  + [~ ~y(tL,)  - ; . (v ( t~) ] .  (36) 
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The adjoint variables 2 and the solutions y are continuous across tL, except for the two 
components OVA~/OtL~= - -A lvA  i from (13), i=  I, 2. For these components the brackets [ ] in (33) 
are non-zero but known. In evaluating the integral in (36) the integration must be interrupted at 
tLi, too. 
Treatment of constraints 
For the numerical treatment of the state constraints in (28) 
g,(pj,p~,t)<<,O, i=  1 . . . . .  4 
they are converted into terminal constraints in a usual manner: introduce additional state 
variables 
x,,+g, i= l  . . . . . .  4 n=dim(x)  
defined by 
x,+,(t) = ~g~(p ' 'p2 '  
t), if 
[ 0 otherwise 
x.+,+ 2(t) = f g2+ 2(p, 
t), , P2, 
L0  otherwise 
t~<~t~<t~i / and r ,>rc  
and g ,> 0 
if t0~<t ~<tfj and g~+2>0 
x,+i(to)= xn+i+2(to)=O, i=1 ,2 ,  
Then, the terminal constraints are given by demanding 
Gk(Pl,p2): = X,+k(tr) <~ ~k 
(37a) 
(37b) 
{i,j} = {1,2}. (38) 
(39) 
where ~k are small preselected positive constants (ideally zero). 
Gradients of (39) with respect o the parametervector are obtained in exactly the same way as 
for the cost functions. Whenever the condition ri = rc applies and gi > 0 a jump in the variational 
equations occurs which in the numerical technique is compensated by an adjoint jump such that 
the brackets [ ] in (36) vanish. Summarizing, the evaluation of the gradients of q~ = J~, or q~ = 
or 4~ = xn+i, i = 1 . . . . . .  4 requires backward integration of (33) subject o (34) and evaluation of 
the integrals (36). 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
Open-loop solutions of a medium range scenario 
Assuming a head-on encounter, the duel starts at a detection range of 60 km. AI has an initial 
altitude/speed of 3.1 km/0.9 M, A2 of 11.1 km/l .6 M. Figure 4 depicts trajectories of the case 
studied. Missile firing times have been fixed at tH = 13, tL2 = 12 s. Pre-launch maneuvers of both 
aircraft consist essentially of a climb in order to gain energy. After missile launch both aircraft 
make a hard turn with n = nm~x and start turning the lift vector in order to descend. The high 
normal acceleration can not be maintained since the illumination constraints become active at 18 s 
for A2 and at 25 s for AI. Subsequently flight occurs along those constraints until approx. 46 s 
at which time the illumination constraint is disregarded and full evasive maneuvers are initiated 
with n = nma~ for both aircraft. The maneuvers are predominantly in the vertical plane and exhibit 
steep dives. The flight paths are somewhat shallower at the end since the dynamic pressure 
constraints become active. 
Comparison to complex air-combat simulation 
With the same initial conditions as above except for a somewhat longer range (65 km) and a 
comparable data base (aircraft and missile) a 1 vs 1 mutual aggressive ngagement was simulated 
with a combat model of the type outlined in the introduction. The result is documented in Fig. 
5(a)-5(e). Figure 5(a) presents a trilateral view of aircraft and missile trajectories, the following 
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Fig. 4. (a) Projections of trajectories on the vertical (upper) and horizontal plane (lower). The - -  lines 
are missile trajectories. (b) Altitude and Mach number time histories; A2, M I indicates aircraft 2 and 
missile I. (c) Path inclination and load factor time histories. (d) Dynamic pressure constraint (left) and 
i l lumination constraint time histories (right). 
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Fig. 5. Trajectories and time histories corresponding to the simulat ion results. 
figures show speeds and altitudes as a function of combat time. In this simulation, both aircraft 
start flying straight and level and maneuvering is initiated by radar-detection alter 5 s at about 
60 km range. Both aircraft climb and accelerate in order to improve their situation energetically 
and allow for a horizontal off-boresight in anticipation of  later maneuvering. After track- 
establishment, inrange prediction checks for successful launches and determines a "good" launch 
opportunity for A I at 38 s, and a less favourable "emergency" condition for A2 at 42 s. 
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Launch is followed by turn-away maneuvers, A2 diving and Al staying at altitude because of 
anticipated superiority in energy and timing. This turn away is restricted by a "state constraint" 
determined by radar field of view. Radar warning devices alert the targets of approaching active 
radar seeker and initiate missile avoidance maneuvers starting with turn-away run-out and passing 
over to last-ditch. After missile flight termination reattack is initiated where comparable maneuver 
sequences can be observed for different speeds, altitudes and geometries. 
The examples derived in a differential game framework and by operational air combat simulation 
exhibit relationship by a number of qualitative similarities, and show some distinct differences to 
be commented upon in the following. 
A significant difference, influencing the sequel heavily, is the timing of the missile launches, and 
the consequence on missile success. It is a general observation that zero-sum formulations tend to 
prefer defensive maneuvering over aggressiveness. This is why we look for non-zero-sum 
formulations as mentioned previously. 
In the post-launch phase, the lower and slower aircraft behaves imilarly both in optimization 
and simulation, whereas the faster and higher one dives steeply in optimization while keeping up 
altitude in simulation. This is, because of "external" goals (further aggressive targets, follow-on 
attack on fighter bombers, less than full missile success), a superiority in energy is exploited in terms 
of "'safe is safe enough". For unfavourable conditions, however, own survival is dominant resulting 
in dive maneuvers. 
These dive maneuvers are significantly less steep in simulation caused by a pilot constraint not 
yet employed in optimization. In the consequence the vertical is less dominant in this simulation 
example. 
Besides the obvious qualitative similarities, a further difference arises again from scenario 
considerations; after the missile enters its autonomous phase, a "prophylactic" missile avoidance 
is initiated in optimization, whereas in simulation a (re-)attack is started which is abandoned for 
missile avoidance only after alert by an actually approaching missile. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
From the above comparison it is concluded that both the simulation results and the results 
of the zero-sum-differential game solutions are similar which indicates that the heuristically 
developed strategies in the simulation system used are close to optimal. Use of the non-zero-sum 
formulation (16) would increase the aggressive behaviour of the opponents, results with this cost 
functional have been obtained but are not given here. However, there is a weakness in the proposed 
formulation: for the cases r~f > rc~p and r2f > r~e~ the cost functional is a constant for player I, the 
same is the case for player 2's functional if the corresponding conditions are met. If this case 
occurs- and it does occur--both players are in the draw region where clear cut cost functionals, 
from which strategies could be derived and realization could be computed with the approach 
presented in this paper are not easily available. We like to mention here the approach of Kelley 
et al.[7] which could be a useful procedure in designing strategies in the draw region, which, 
however, in the authors' opinion is presently computationally not feasible. 
By applying optimization and differential game theory to air combat problems considerable 
insight in the structure of the problem is possible and maneuver improvements can be achieved. 
These methods present a validation tool for checking out approximate feedback laws for such 
problems or subproblems and for checking the decision logic on missile firing, for instance. 
However, severe simplifications and restrictions need to be made before these methods can be 
applied. For instance, sensor dynamics and sensor behaviour in general is not incorporated in the 
analysis, objectives of the players, that eventually need to be pursued after the present game is over 
are xery difficult to formulate in form of a cost functional for the present game, a change in strategy 
of any player during the engagement can also not be accounted for, extension to more realistic 
(m vs n air defence) mission goals remains a challenge. 
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